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Executive summary

The aim of this study is to examine the impacts of regulation on growth-oriented small and 
micro-businesses (SMBs). These are businesses with fewer than 50 workers. The approach to 
the study involves eight case studies of SMBs operating in the North West region of England. 
The cases cover a variety of sectors including manufacturing, wholesale supply, business 
services and tourism accommodation. What they have in common, however, is experience of 
recent growth and evidence of innovation.  

Owner-managers are well aware of the costs associated with compliance with regulation. 
While these burdens are acknowledged, however, it became clear during discussions that the 
benefits of regulation are also recognised. Interviewees accepted that many aspects of 
compliance are consistent with achieving business objectives. There is recognition that 
regulations are important for fairness and protection of product-markets.  

As regards business growth plans, it appears that these growth-oriented firms are not only 
innovative in developing products and markets but they are also pro-active in finding better 
ways to address regulatory challenges. The case studies show examples of owner-managers 
becoming more systematic about compliance, proactive in their learning and strategic in their 
use of regulatory knowledge as part of the growth process.  

Interviewees were asked whether regulation had caused them to adjust or scale back growth 
plans. In half the cases, regulation was not regarded as a major barrier to growth nor a 
significant reason to adjust plans. In other cases, however, growth plans had been adjusted to 
meet regulatory requirements though this was not viewed negatively. In three cases, it was 
argued that business growth plans exist because of regulations, not in spite of them.  

Our case studies include examples where regulatory burdens on the owner-manager become 
sufficiently intense to prompt changes in the way in which HR issues are addressed. This 
“tipping point” has induced various business responses such as redistribution of management 
responsibilities, buying in external help, decisions to invest in staff training and recruit new 
staff.  

Interviewees rarely rely solely on formal channels of communication (e.g. Industry bodies, 
government websites) as a means of learning about regulation. Owner-managers also adopt 
routines and behaviours that enable them to learn from clients, suppliers, customers and other 
businesses as well as external advisors.  

Interviewees also adopt strategies to deal with the volume of information available (of variable 
reliability) that is associated with regulation. Some indicated that industry standards are 
sometimes used as a proxy for compliance on the assumption that industry standards will be 
robust. In another case, the interviewee argued that customers are more severe critics than 
regulators, hence if customers are content and not harmed, it is likely that the business is 
compliant at least in terms of health & safety and trading standards.  

In some cases, there is a perception that public sector bodies demand and record information 
that is non-essential. While some of these demands reflect regulation, there is a perception 
that additional non-regulatory practices and policies create unnecessary burden.  

Several owner-managers recognised that understanding regulation is often not sufficient; there 
is also a need to understand how rules are interpreted and applied. This requires knowledge of 
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the context for regulation and the perspectives of those who administer systems. Stakeholder 
engagement is therefore a significant strategic response particularly for businesses whose 
markets are strongly regulated. These owner-managers adopt highly pro-active approaches to 
regulatory learning.  

For these owner-managers, the time required to keep informed about new regulation and then 
implementing changes in systems in response was regarded as the source of greatest burden. 
This impinges on the perceptions of SMB owners because it impacts on their own personal 
time.  

While management time is a key issue for these businesses, the discussions also 
encompassed comments about fairness and feelings of frustration and anxiety associated with 
what is perceived to be a lack of a level playing field for smaller businesses. Several 
interviewees argued that sometimes regulations are not enforced adequately, or they are 
applied inconsistently to the disadvantage of small businesses that seek to grow by offering 
high quality products and services.  

Overall, the findings suggest the following: 

• Regulation does generate costs but significant benefits are also recognised including the
creation and protection of market opportunities.

• For fast growing SMBs, one of the main burdens cited was the time required to comply
with Employment Law.

• Case studies suggest that consistent enforcement is highly desirable to create a level
playing field and avoid uncertainty for growth-oriented businesses.

• Regulation did not appear to hamper growth systematically but rather had the effect of
channelled growth in particular directions.

• While regulation can affect growth, the reverse is also true. Growth firms can become
more proactive towards regulation and more aware of the business benefits of regulation.
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1. Introduction

Aims and objectives 

The relationship between regulation and economic growth has been the focus of considerable 
discussion in academia and policymaking over the past decade. These debates have taken 
place at a variety of spatial scales from the international arena, to the national context and also 
in regional and local economies within the UK. A prominent theme in these discussions has 
been the extent to which the regulatory environment affects business growth and innovation 
and, in particular, whether regulations place unnecessary burdens on businesses which 
impede growth plans particularly for smaller businesses that lack capacity to respond to 
administrative requirements. The aim of this research is to examine the impacts of regulation 
specifically on growth-oriented small and micro-businesses (SMBs which are businesses with 
less than 50 employees). In this context, the objectives are as follows:  

a) To examine the extent to which growth-oriented SMBs are impacted disproportionately by
regulatory changes

b) To ascertain how growth-oriented SMBs find out about regulatory requirements
associated with their expansion plans

c) To show the extent to which SMBs might adjust their plans or develop coping strategies
to address regulatory concerns

d) To consider the implications of the findings for policy and further research

Approach to study 

The approach to the study involves a selected number of case studies of small and micro 
businesses (SMBs) operating in the North West region of England. The case studies are 
guided by a review of recent relevant literature that concerns the relationship between 
regulation, business growth and entrepreneurship. The review of literature focuses in particular 
on recent studies that seek to demonstrate how growth-oriented small and micro-businesses 
engage with regulatory systems in general and in the context of specific growth plans. Eight 
case studies have been identified through current University of Cumbria Business School 
projects that involve collaboration with innovative small businesses across the North West 
region.  

The case studies cover a range of sectors and types of products and services. Selection of 
cases, however, involved identifying firms that shared common characteristics in relation to 
experience of business growth. The eight businesses are all proactive in seeking new market 
opportunities and innovative in terms of product development and/or business process. As a 
consequence, it was anticipated that these businesses will have experienced new regulatory 
challenges inherent in these processes of change. Interest lies in documenting how growth 
plans are influenced by the regulatory environment. Section 2 contains the literature review 
which is followed by the empirical work undertaken. The case studies are based on interviews 
with owner-managers structured around the interview schedule contained in Appendix A.  
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The interviews covered the following broad themes: 

• Background of the interviewee and the current business

• Recent growth and development

• Impact of the regulatory environment

• Awareness of regulatory requirements

• Effects of regulations on growth plans

• General perception of regulatory burden

The findings are reported under these theme headings and an attempt is then made to 
characterise the relationship between SMB growth and regulatory environments in terms of 
owner-managers’ attitudes towards regulation and their response in terms of compliance.  
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2. Growth, business performance and
regulation

International context 

Regulation and growth 

Attempts have previously been made to understand the relationship between the regulatory 
environment and patterns of growth at the international scale. Several major studies have 
produced results that seem to support the conclusion that regulation can hinder business 
performance and that therefore systematic deregulation can stimulate growth. An OECD study, 
for instance, examined how institutional environments and regulation of product and labour 
markets can influence growth (Nicoletti and Scarpetta, 2003). The research question focused 
specifically on the extent to which market liberalisation is associated with productivity growth. 
This hypothesis was based on the assumption that privatisation will alter business behaviours, 
boost efficiency and stimulate innovation. Using data compiled by the Fraser Institute, the 
study noted significant associations between liberalisation and productivity growth leading to 
the conclusion that countries that are heavily regulated could derive sizeable benefits from 
reform.  

These findings have been replicated in a number of other studies. Using similar data, Dawson 
(2006) observed a negative association between broad measures of regulation and levels of 
growth, though a caveat is added regarding the effects of instability or volatility on growth. 
Uncertainty generated by these conditions, it appears, also has a negative impact on growth 
independent of the overall levels of regulation. Dawson concludes that reductions in regulation 
need to be steady and predictable for optimal effect on future economic growth.  

In a similar vein, a study published by the World Bank (Loayza et al, 2005) analysed data on 
over 70 countries in the developed and developing world to explore the relationship between 
economic growth and levels of regulation. Again, it was shown that, at this scale, countries with 
a heavier regulatory burden tended to be associated with lower growth. However, this 
relationship is not simple and linear due to the manner in which businesses may respond to 
regulation. It is shown that heavy regulation tends to be associated with expansion of the 
informal sector, hence deregulation needs to be accompanied by measures to strengthen 
governance and to streamline regulations that are retained.  

A major study by Djankov et al (2006) made use of World Bank data on “ease of doing 
business” across 135 countries. This index covers seven dimensions of regulation including, 
for instance, rules governing business start-up, hiring and firing workers, registering property 
and enforcing contracts in court. A consistent negative relationship between growth and the 
level of business regulation was observed, suggesting, once again, that deregulation and 
reform of regulation can improve growth prospects.  

These findings have been replicated by similar recent research. Haider (2012) for instance 
investigated the association between regulatory reform and economic growth in 172 countries 
using World Bank data. This study focused specifically on the number of individual “micro-
level” business reforms implemented by governments in each country. Examples cited in World 
Bank variables includes regulations that affect, for instance, the time it takes to obtain an 
industry licence or the capital requirements for start-up businesses. The findings suggested 
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that, on average, each business regulatory reform is associated with a 0.15% increase in GDP 
growth. Similarly, Poel et al (2014) carry out regression analysis on data for 182 countries over 
8 years. They show how changes in the level of administrative burden are statistically 
associated with changes in levels of economic growth. This particularly applies to changes in 
the time taken to pay tax and procedures for starting a business.  

Regulation and entrepreneurship 

These studies have, however, been subject to critique with regard to the quality of data and the 
inferences that are made on the basis of broad patterns in macro-economic indicators. Van 
Stel et al (2007) are critical of using these very broad findings to support policy interventions 
affecting individual business decisions and in particular, the decision to form a new business. 
They argue that while there may be statistical associations between different measures of 
growth and levels of regulation at a global scale, it cannot be assumed from this evidence 
alone that reduced regulation will affect individual business decisions and stimulate 
entrepreneurship.  

In seeking to address this question, these authors examine the relationship between regulation 
and entrepreneurship across 39 countries. The findings show that while some types of 
regulation do appear to affect levels of entrepreneurship (in particular, minimum capital 
requirements and some labour market regulations) there is no association between levels of 
business start-up and the administrative burdens associated with starting a business (time, 
cost, complexity of procedures). They also make the point that many “necessary 
entrepreneurs” in particular (those who enter business primarily as a survival mechanism 
rather than to pursue a business idea for profit) avoid regulation entirely by starting operations 
in the informal sector.  

In a more targeted study of relevance to the UK, Capelleras et al (2008) examine firm 
formation rates in the UK and Spain, the former regarded as having “light regulation” in 
contrast to Spain which is more heavily regulated. The results show that in the UK, new firms 
in general appear to start smaller and grow faster. However, this difference disappears when 
unregistered firms are included in the analysis, leading them to question whether deregulation 
per se will stimulate higher levels of entrepreneurship. These results also imply that heavy 
regulation can have unintended consequences by shifting a higher proportion of new 
businesses into the informal sector. This interpretation is certainly consistent with widespread 
evidence from both developed and developing world contexts that regulation impacts 
disproportionately on smaller businesses (Akinboade and Kinfack, 2012; Loayza et al, 2005; 
McCarty, 2010; Wiederhold, 2011; Wilson et al, 2012; and Law et al, 2014).  

In another context, Adomako and Danso (2014) undertake a study of entrepreneurial firms in 
Nigeria. Using data on 372 such businesses, their study suggests that, rather than over-
regulation, in some cases, weak regulation can have negative effects on business growth and 
stability. However, where weak regulatory environments exist, some entrepreneurial firms can 
thrive due to political ties and environmental dynamism (innovation, risk-taking behaviour). This 
suggests, perhaps, that while it may generally be the case that reduced regulation removes 
barriers to entrepreneurship, this relationship may not be linear. This also overlooks the 
possibility that not all regulations create burdens for SMBs and some may in fact be regarded 
as positive contributors to firm performance (Kitching et al, 2008).  

The OECD (2004) recognises this point by suggesting that administrative regulations may 
generally be seen as having a disproportionate burden on smaller firms but that regulations 
aimed at opening up the market place (i.e. encouraging loans to smaller firms) are likely to be 
seen as beneficial to growing SMEs. This can often lead to a dichotomy of interpretation of the 
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effect of similar regulations (CEEDR, 2011 p. 23): “Generally, businesses were in favour of 
trade regulations and health and safety, as these “protect the integrity of the industry and 
prevent rogue traders entering the market.” However, “More than two fifths (43 per cent) 
mentioned trade regulations and ‘red tape’ and this was also the most frequently mentioned 
priority for policy improvement.” Frontier Economics (2012) also argue that regulations can 
have both a positive and negative impact on firm performance: “Regulations can have a 
positive impact on growth by removing certain market failures and improving economic 
efficiency. Regulations can have a negative impact on growth by creating substantial 
compliance costs, undesirable market distortions or unintended consequences. The overall 
impact of regulation on growth depends on which effect is larger and this can vary depending 
on particular circumstances.”  

The apparent contradiction over the effect of regulations on SMEs may not only be due to 
variations in the type of regulation (OECD, 2004). It may also be because regulations have 
both direct and indirect impacts on small businesses. A number of studies have suggested that 
while the direct impacts of regulation on businesses invariably incurs some cost, regulation 
also has indirect effects via its impacts on customers, suppliers, competitors, regulatory 
authorities and infrastructure providers (Kitching et al, 2008; Gray, 2008 and Vershina et al, 
2014). In most cases therefore, SMEs can use regulations to their advantage (Douglas et al, 
2006). This extends into the realm of ‘self-regulation’ where markets and services can be 
defined, nurtured and protected through voluntary codes and affecting, for instance, levels of 
customer service as well as industry standards that may even extend beyond legal 
requirement (McCarty, 2010 and Anderson and Russell, 2011).  

UK national context 

The relationship between the regulatory environment and business performance in the UK has 
been a significant source of debate both in academia and policy-making since at least the 
1980’s. The impact of regulation on businesses continues to be a focus of attention in the 
findings of recent business surveys. The most recent Business Perception Survey published by 
the National Audit Office and BIS (NAO/BIS, 2014) indicates that while there has been 
continuous improvement in perceptions of regulatory burden, just over half of all respondents 
(51%) still regard regulation as an obstacle to growth and a significant proportion (43%) expect 
this burden to increase in the next 12 months. This burden is particularly relevant to SMBs. 
The proportion of businesses that regards regulation as an obstacle to success falls 
considerably for medium-sized firms (50-249 employees, 40%) and large firms (over 250 
workers, 34%).  

Impacts of regulation on small and micro businesses 

Recent surveys also tend to show that regulatory burden is greater for smaller businesses. 
NAO surveys consistently show that higher proportions of businesses with fewer than 50 
employees express concerns about regulatory burden and regard levels of regulation as an 
obstacle to business success (NAO/BIS, 2014). This is confirmed by other recent surveys. A 
recent study (BIS, 2015) on growth in small businesses confirmed that over 51% of all 
respondents regarded regulations as an obstacle to growth, the second most common 
response after ‘the economy’. This same survey also showed that regulation was more 
commonly identified as a barrier to growth by firms employing less than ten workers (59%) and 
11 percent of all small firms regarded regulation as the main obstacle to growth.  

These survey results tend to confirm previous reviews of the effects of regulation on smaller 
businesses (Chittenden et al, 2002, Crain and Crain, 2005). These results also resonate with 
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research findings across a range of sectors and aspects of regulation. Small business owners 
in general have very negative perceptions of regulation (Carter et al, 2004 and BIS 2012). 
Studies also show that small business owners tend to be reactive rather than proactive in 
addressing regulation. In the context of health & safety, for instance, Vickers et al (2005) report 
that in a survey conducted in 2001-2 that small firms (under 50 workers) had low awareness of 
legislation and while some businesses could be classed as “proactive learners” with regard to 
regulation, most were described as “minimalists”, “reactors” and a minority of “overt avoiders”.  

Regulation is also viewed as a significant cost for small firms across different sectors and 
across different aspects of regulation. In a study of retailers in five market towns, Schmidt et al 
(2007) demonstrated that business-owners regard regulation as a significant cost to the 
business which has negative consequences for profitability and competitiveness. This, it is 
argued, is due to the fact that regulatory costs fall disproportionately on smaller businesses. 
More recently, Wilson et al (2012) undertook interviews with 44 SMEs in NW England in a 
study of environmental legislation. The study concluded again, that owner-managers generally 
have poor awareness of legislative requirements and also that there are few businesses with 
systems in place designed to identify and address regulatory requirements. As in the previous 
example, small business owners argued that regulation affects them more negatively because 
of low scale economies, lack of managerial capacity, have less resource to outsource to 
regulatory specialists and the administrative burden takes their time away from tasks that are 
more directly linked to sales and profit.  

This evidence suggests, at least in terms of perception, that small and micro-businesses are 
disproportionately affected by regulatory costs and burdens. It is, however, a separate 
argument to suggest that removal of regulations will stimulate business growth. As argued 
above, there is no necessary relationship between regulation and entrepreneurship either in an 
international or national context. Indeed, some evidence suggests that rapid changes in 
regulation induce uncertainty which might, ostensibly, actually act as a disincentive to 
entrepreneurial activity (BIS, 2012).  

Regulation and growth-oriented small businesses 

The focus of the present study, however, is on high growth small firms rather than small firms 
in general and at this point it is worth reflecting on the characteristics of high growth firms and 
whether their approach to regulation might differ from the generalised picture. A relevant 
analysis is provided by Kitching et al (2008) in a study of 124 SMEs across England. Their 
analysis indicates that owner-managers are much more aware of negative aspects of 
regulation than regulation as an enabler of change and growth. They argue that regulation 
does not have a pre-determined impact on performance but much depends on the context and, 
critically, the approach used by business owners in response to regulation. It is, they suggest, 
simplistic to argue that regulation either impedes or enables growth. It can do either (or indeed 
both) depending on certain situations. Regulations can create markets for products and 
services and also release resources required for growth (capital, land, premises, labour). Other 
regulations can motivate productive actions (innovation in product development) as well as 
protect markets from rogue traders. Regulation, it is concluded, generates multiple tendencies 
simultaneously that can be contradictory.  

These ideas can be linked to more recent studies that have attempted to show how regulation 
might affect high growth or entrepreneurial small firms. In one sense, one might anticipate that 
high growth firms are more likely to experience difficulties with regulation due to the process of 
change involving entry into new markets, development of new products, forms of diversification 
and the need to recruit new staff possibly with new skills. There is limited evidence to support 
this conclusion but mainly from firms that claimed to have been deterred from specific actions 
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rather than those that had actually adopted growth strategies. Gray (2008), for instance, 
reports findings from a survey of businesses in which 37% had refrained from recruiting 
additional staff due to the additional compliance costs involved. By comparison, the weight of 
evidence appears to suggest that growth-oriented small businesses are actually less 
encumbered by regulation than small firms in general. As Gray (2008) observes, 
‘entrepreneurial firms are more forward and outward looking and less likely to be held back by 
actual or possible problems related to regulation compliance’ (p.7). Kitching et al (2008) also 
argue that high growth firms are more likely to be proactive and seek opportunities associated 
with knowledge of the regulatory environment. Linking back to the analysis of Vickers (2005), it 
is plausible to argue that high growth firms tend to be ‘proactive learners’ with regards to 
regulation.  

Regulation and competitive advantage 

This use of regulations to gain competitive advantage by some firms may explain why 
regulation is seen as less of a burden to high growth firms than ‘potentially high growth’ firms 
(NESTA, 2011). This would then support the argument that the impact of regulation depends 
on whether the SME CEO is ‘regulation promotion focused’ or ‘regulation prevention focused’ 
causing the firms to use regulation as an enabler or a disabler (Wallace et al 2010). Similarly, 
Levie and Autio (2011) argue that regulations at different points of business will have different 
impacts on two types of entrepreneurs. Their study identifies “strategic entrepreneurs” who not 
only seek opportunity but also recognise and proactively exploit sources of competitive 
advantage. These types of entrepreneurs, therefore, are not only likely to incorporate 
regulatory costs into their business planning but also recognise competitive advantages that 
can be derived from knowledge of regulation. In contrast, “non-strategic entrepreneurs” are 
less proactive and more likely to view regulation as a burden rather than a potential source of 
advantage. These authors note that strategic entrepreneurs (as opposed to non-strategic 
“necessity” or “forced” entrepreneurs) have a disproportionate effect on job growth, but they 
are also “a small percentage of a nation’s nascent and new entrepreneurs (p. 1411).  

The idea that businesses may be able to utilise regulatory knowledge and practices to gain 
competitive advantage is, of course, not new. Studies of resource-based theories of the firm, 
for instance, have recognised that the way in which businesses approach compliance with 
regulation and enhance their understanding of regulation can generate competitive advantages 
(Maijoor and van Witteloostuijn 1996, Taylor 2000). However, it is, perhaps, an overlooked 
business strategy in practice particularly when applied to smaller businesses (Rossi, 2010; 
Anderson and Russell, 2011). Yet recent case studies of growth businesses reported by the 
Forum for Private Business (FPB 2015) highlight a number of examples of pro-active strategic 
responses to both the direct and indirect impacts of regulation. This report is based on in-depth 
interviews with 50 businesses focussing on growth and innovation. Around one fifth of these 
businesses were planning significant growth. When asked about the “triggers for growth”, most 
stressed the significance of market conditions and the ability of the firm to respond in terms of 
product development and process innovations. However, some also noted regulatory change 
as a positive exogenous factor influencing growth. This includes examples of small businesses 
whose market is heavily influenced by regulatory requirements and where knowledge of the 
compliance needs of their customers is vital for competitive advantage.  
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Summary 

A number of key points emerge from this review of literature that relates to the relationship 
between business growth and regulatory environment. At the international scale, studies have 
shown that while there appear to be very broad statistical associations between measures of 
economic growth and regulatory environment, the effects of regulation on entrepreneurial 
behaviour are far from clear. In particular, entrepreneurs react to uncertainty created by weak 
regulatory environments. Other studies also show that while heavy administrative regulations 
have negative effects on entrepreneurship and can induce expansion of the informal economy, 
other types of regulation are instrumental in creating and protecting market opportunities that 
can stimulate entrepreneurship.  

At the national scale in the UK, while evidence from business surveys continues to show that a 
high proportion of small and micro-businesses continue to experience what is regarded as 
excessive regulatory burden, studies of growth-oriented businesses suggests a much more 
varied and nuanced situation. While there are undoubtedly costs associated with addressing 
regulatory requirements, on the positive side, literature suggests that some growth-oriented 
firms are more likely to benefit from and therefore recognise the value of regulation in defining 
market opportunities, protecting product-markets and quality brands. Some growth firms are 
therefore “strategic” in their approach to regulation and may make use of regulation or seek to 
influence regulation as an enabler to business growth.  

These preliminary conclusions drawn from the literature suggest that small growth-oriented 
firms in particular are likely to display contradictory tendencies in their responses to regulation 
as suggested by Kitchen et al (2008). On the one hand, business growth, particularly if it is 
based on diversification or entry into new markets, will almost certainly lead to additional cost 
related to the process of learning and subsequent compliance with regulatory requirements 
that are new to the firm. However, growth firms are also more likely to be “strategic” in their 
approach to regulation and to recognise the competitive advantages that can be derived from 
knowledge of regulation. They are therefore more likely to be characterised as “proactive 
learners” in their approach to regulation.  

These issues provide the context for the empirical work reported in this paper. Interest focuses 
in particular on the way in which these owner-managers view the regulatory environment. Key 
aspects include the extent to which growth oriented SMBs regard regulation as cost or 
opportunity and the extent to which knowledge of regulation is seen as a source of competitive 
advantage. We are interested to illustrate how this awareness impacts upon entrepreneurial 
behaviour. In this context too, it is anticipated that insights may be drawn from these 
behaviours regarding the significance of regulatory burden as an inhibitor (or indeed, an 
enabler) of business growth.  
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3. Regulation and growth SMBs

Selection of case study firms 

The study is designed to examine the relationship between growth and regulation at the level 
of the individual enterprise (SMB). An attempt was made to identify suitable case studies 
across the North West region of England. The following criteria were applied:  

• Businesses that fall into the “small and micro” size category (SMBs employing less than
50 workers)

• Evidence of recent attempts to achieve growth through various forms of diversification
and innovation in product and process.

• Representing a range of sectors to capture varied experiences.

Working through the University of Cumbria’s networks into the business community in the 
region, 25 businesses were identified that had been involved in innovative programmes 
delivered by the University (Knowledge Action Networks, UNITE with Business Programme, 
Cumbria Growth Hub placements). All of the companies selected had therefore recently been 
involved in collaborations with the Cumbria University Business School and had experienced 
growth associated with various forms of innovative behaviour. This long-list was then reduced 
to 15 on the basis of publicly-available information on patterns of investment and change (web-
based information as well as reports in the media).  

Approaches were made to interview these 15 companies. Of these, interviews were conducted 
with nine businesses. Preliminary analysis of these cases, however, led us to eliminate one of 
these cases on the grounds that the business did not meet our criteria as a growth-oriented 
business with recent experience of proactively seeking to grow the business through accessing 
new markets or diversification. The analysis that follows is therefore based on eight useable 
interviews. All of the interviews were conducted at the business premises of the case study 
firm involving detailed face-to-face discussions with owner-managers. As is typical of such 
businesses, these individuals possessed knowledge of the history of the firm as well as a good 
understanding of current strategy and operations. The interview schedule (see appendix A) 
covered six major themes as follows:  

• Background of the interviewee and the current business

• Recent growth and development

• Impact of the regulatory environment

• Awareness of regulatory requirements

• Effects of regulations on growth plans

• General perception of regulatory burden.

Table 1 lists these eight firms in employment size order. The largest employed 35 workers in a 
well-established business engaged in supply and repair of specialist garden machinery. There 
are five other businesses in the “small” size category (10-49) with employment in the range 18-
25. Finally, there are two micro-businesses (under ten workers). In terms of sectors, the case
studies are very varied including food and drink manufacture, wholesale supply of materials 
and equipment, design and manufacture of specialist equipment as well as providers of 
business services. The interviews confirm, however, that what they have in common is recent 
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experience of innovation in sustaining and growing their businesses. This includes two firms 
that have been established in the past five years and two others that were created in the year 
prior to the financial crisis.  

Table 1: Characteristics of Case Study Firms 

Firm Product/Service Sector Workers Start date 

Firm A Machinery suppliers Wholesale 35 1979 

Firm B Safety engineering Business Service 25 2011 

Firm C Land surveys Business Service 22 2002 

Firm D Food preserves Manufacture and retail 20 1999 

Firm E Leisure equipment Design and manufacture 20 1993 

Firm F Environmental technology Design and manufacture 18 (+50) 2009 

Firm G Accommodation Tourism 6 2007 

Firm H Brewery Manufacture 2 2007 

Source: Authors’ survey- interviews conducted February/March 2015 

Growth and development in the case study firms 

The interviews with owner-managers confirmed our expectation that these entrepreneurs have 
recently been striving to be innovative in sustaining and growing their businesses. The nature 
of this innovation was explored in the early part of the interviews.  

• Firm A: This is a well-established firm that has grown its regional market for supply and
repair of garden machinery to commercial organisations and the public sector including
local authorities. In 2009, the business was experiencing restrictions on growth due to the
restricted access to its site and premises. A decision was made to invest in a greenfield
site development and to relocate to the new custom-built premises in the same locality.
Growth of commercial markets is anticipated as a consequence of new space with
improved access and facilities.

• Firm B: This business has grown from a new start in 2011 and now employs 25 workers
with high level skills in engineering safety and design. Growth initially depended on
demand for safety case management in the nuclear industry but more recent strategy has
involved diversification into provision of safety management services in other sectors
including utilities, oil & gas and aerospace. Plans include further diversification into safety
engineering design.

• Firm C: The business carries out surveys and mapping of natural environments (land-use,
vegetation, rivers, lakes) as well as built environments. Recent innovation has focused on
investment in unmanned aerial vehicles and associated software (process innovation)
and growth in export markets.

• Firm D: a company that specialises in food products with a distinctive and effective “local”
brand but also national and international appeal. Product innovation has been a key
strategy to grow sales while also maintaining authenticity (natural ingredients). The
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product range has been extended to target different niche markets including significant 
growth in exporting.  

• Firm E: This firm designs and installs specialist equipment for indoor climbing for leisure
centres across the UK. The product itself is manufactured to customer specifications
which has required capital investment in demonstration and production facilities. Plans
include entering export markets.

• Firm F: The company develops technologies and conducts environmental surveys of
oceans. A key innovation has involved the combination of high definition cameras with
software that can produce accurate surveys of large expanses of marine environment.
The company has successfully diversified into export markets where they have plans for
further growth.

• Firm G: A business that specialises in the provision of high quality tourism
accommodation set in a unique waterside environment. Recent strategy has shifted the
focus away from week-long rentals towards the growing market for short breaks. This has
required investment in lodges to comply with standards required for 5* rating and a
strategy to encourage repeat visiting and referrals.

• Firm H: Owners of a public house responded to the economic downturn after 2007 by
investing in a microbrewery. A significant capital investment was required in plant and
machinery. As a consequence of the distinctiveness of the local beers, the local market
revived and sales of bottled beers has been extended across the region.

These brief portraits of the case study businesses illustrate significant diversity of growth 
opportunities for small and micro-businesses. While products, services and circumstances 
vary, however, there are several shared characteristics that are particularly pertinent to this 
study. These eight businesses are all proactive in seeking new market opportunities and 
innovative in terms of product development and business process. These characteristics have 
led to crossing boundaries of various kinds (from the familiar to the less familiar), including 
diversification from one sector to another, expansion into new market areas either nationally or 
internationally as well as relocation between sites. Interest focuses now on the regulatory 
challenges inherent in these processes of change. 
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Table 2: Growth and Development Paths of Case Study Firms 

Firm Product/Service Growth and Development Path 

A Machinery suppliers Well–established family business seeking to grow dealership 
with global machinery manufacturer. Recent investment in 
relocation to new greenfield premises.  

B Safety engineering Diversification from safety case management into safety 
engineering design in related sectors 

C Land surveys Growth based on process innovation -investment in unmanned 
aerial vehicles and associated software 

D Food preserves Growth based on product and marketing innovation – local 
foods in export markets 

E Leisure equipment Growth based on product innovation – specialist equipment for 
indoor climbing activity 

F Environmental technology Growth based on product innovation - specialist equipment and 
skills in data interpretation for oceanic environmental audits 

G Tourism accommodation Growth based on investment in product improvements - to 
obtain 5* grading for all “lodges” aimed at short break market. 

H Brewery Diversification of local traditional pub into beer production – 
micro-brewery 

Source: Authors’ survey- interviews conducted February/March 2015 

Business growth and the regulatory environment 

The core of the interview schedule focused on the effects of regulation on the case study 
businesses and the way in which regulatory issues were addressed as part of their growth 
plans. The responses indicate that there are some aspects of regulation that impact routinely 
on these firms and in general these appear to be regarded as necessary and integral to 
business processes. Some aspects of regulation, however, bore specific relationship to 
specific business growth strategies and represented new regulatory challenges to 
businesses. The analysis below considers these two aspects of the regulatory challenge 
separately.  

Routine aspects of regulation 

Interviewees were asked to explain how regulations routinely impact on their businesses. This 
question was initially unprompted and this invariably provoked a discussion of health & safety. 
This is not surprising given recent data from the business perception survey which suggests 
that this particular aspect of regulation demands above average numbers of days in 
compliance activity and is also perceived as a higher burden on businesses (NAO/BIS 2014, 
p.28; 33). On health & safety, there was a general acceptance of the need for regulation and,
indeed, the benefits that businesses derive from this, including the protection of markets 
against rogue traders. So while burdens are recognised, these are balanced by significant 
benefits. Several interviewees (again unprompted) made the point that their customers, clients 
and supply chains in many instances demand even higher standards of care than required by 
law. 
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“Clients tend to be the best regulators of health and safety…. Good clients will use site 
visits to ensure contractors are following the regulations” (Land surveys) 

“Health and safety?..... a lot of it is common sense… How to make people safe in lodges. 
We have no problem with this. Regard it as a basic duty of care”. (Tourism 
accommodation) 

“Health and safety …this is very relevant. Need to ensure safe use of machinery. Basic 
industry standards apply that are communicated to us via the manufacturers we deal 
with…… We apply their procedures” (Garden machinery supplier) 

Similar points are made about trading standards where customers and clients were viewed as 
a more powerful and severe critic of the business than the regulators.  

“Dealing with regulation is very much the same as meeting needs of visitors. Do not see a 
conflict between these……. Unlikely to find a successful business failing on this [i.e. 
trading standards]. If clients are not happy, you know about it” (Tourism accommodation) 

Several interviewees raised issues related to the burden of compliance with employment law. 
HR issues were particularly relevant to those small businesses employing more than 20 
workers. This generated workload in some cases and the costs of seeking external advice in 
two cases. 

“We have faced growing pains and HR issues” (Safety engineering) 

“The biggest change with growth has been the form-filling and payroll” 

“Employment law is significant…… We cope with this OK even though we are using zero-
hours contracts”  

Even so, interviewees in general regarded employment law as a basic requirement in running 
a business and saw no conflict between business objectives and compliance with regulation:  

“We recognise the need for them, but would like them to be less cumbersome” (Land 
surveys) 

“Our managers are experienced from previous business ventures and know about 
employment law” (Environmental technology) 

These initial discussions about regulatory impacts also raised issues that were sector-specific. 
Under environmental law, safe control of weeds in a water environment had been an issue for 
one business (tourism accommodation) while in another case, recycling of waste materials was 
addressed through outsourcing. The microbrewery had needed to address issues connected 
with licensing laws and responsible drinking (underage drinking, drink-driving, vulnerable 
groups). In many such cases, the potential harm to the business created by loss of reputation 
that might be consequent upon failing to comply with industry-specific rules appeared to be a 
much stronger influence on behaviour than the regulatory system itself:  

“The industry operates very visibly in terms of product standards via portals like trip-
advisor. The standards applied there are far more public and severe…….” (Tourism 
accommodation) 
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“Customers who breach the law do not face the same consequences as the 
business……” As a community focussed business “we probably over enforce the 
regulations” as the pub is a “community business and also our home” (microbrewery) 

The outcome was to raise standards well above statutory minimum levels. 

The preliminary conclusion from these discussions seems to support the view that while 
businesses may make demands for simpler procedures, regulations are necessary and mostly 
consistent with the objectives of business in that they are “important for fairness” and create “a 
level playing field”. They also “protect customers”. 

Regulation and business growth plans 

The discussion surrounding the impact of regulation on the business in general was followed 
by a more detailed investigation of the regulatory challenges that were confronted arising from 
recent growth experiences (see Table 3). As noted in the previous section, growth in 
employment placed additional burdens on businesses in terms of HR practices (such as 
monitoring sickness, dealing with maternity entitlements, health & safety at work, compliance 
with equalities and discrimination law) as well as health & safety (staff induction, training, 
safety awareness). One consequence of this is that informal or reactive approaches to 
regulation that might be effective (and even appropriate) with a small number of employees 
quickly becomes a source of inefficiency. This suggests that the relationship between growth 
and regulatory burden is not necessarily linear or pre-determined but may vary and be 
dependent upon the business response.  

As one example, we have a case of a firm that did not fundamentally alter its approach to 
regulation and, as a consequence, became increasingly aware of inefficiencies in management 
which, with hindsight, it now intends to address;  

“We have been dealing with regs as we become aware of them. We have not gone out of 
our way to find out about them.” Recent growth has made us realise we are inefficient in 
the way we deal with regulation…we need to be more systematic”.  

Other cases, however, illustrate higher levels of anticipation of the need to change regulatory 
practices as part of the business growth process. It would appear that some of these growth 
firms are not only innovative and proactive in their business but they also tend to find 
systematic ways of dealing with regulatory burdens. These included cases where businesses 
recognised the value of investing their time in seeking advice and acquiring knowledge of 
regulatory requirements.  

In setting up the microbrewery, for instance, the owner-managers made systematic and 
detailed searches for relevant advice and information by attending a three-day course, joining 
a relevant industry association (Society of Independent Brewers), engaging with business 
networks and building on existing good relationships with the local Environmental Health 
Officer. In other cases, owner-managers made extensive enquiries with either regional or 
national industry associations and sector trade bodies to gather intelligence and seek advice 
on compliance issues specific to their sector (Survey Association, Society of Independent 
Breweries, British Agricultural and Garden Machinery Association (BAGMA), Safe and Local 
Suppliers Association (SALSA), Quality in Tourism).  

On the basis of such advice and guidance, strategic decisions were made that were integral to 
their growth plans. Examples include cases where businesses lessened the regulatory burden 
by pre-emptive decisions to buy in external consultancy to support in-house managers. The 
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case study growth firms are also inventive in seeking opportunities arising from regulation. It 
appears that their proactive approach to business growth not only leads some businesses to 
be more systematic about compliance issues, but also more attuned to the business potential 
arising from knowledge of the regulatory requirements placed upon their clients, customers 
and suppliers.  

Three of the case study firms in particular operate in markets that are highly regulated where 
knowledge of compliance needs represents a significant competitive advantage. Examples are: 

• Regulatory requirements placed upon offshore wind developers in meeting obligations for
measuring environmental impacts creates opportunity for new environmental
technologies;

• Regulatory requirements on firms involved in nuclear and other hazardous environments
creates a market for firms specialising in safety design and engineering;

• Regulatory requirements on public sector bodies to maintain parks and grounds create
and shape a significant segment of the market for garden machinery.
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Table 3: Impacts of Regulation on Growth and Development 

Firm Product/Service Impacts of Regulation 

A Machinery suppliers Regulations share the responsibility of safety for clients and 
staff with the supply chain. 

Approach to regulations until now has been reactive, recent 
growth means need to be more systematic 

B Safety engineering Issues occur when regulations affect business practice or 
costs. 

Perceived over-regulation on certain parts of the market is 
limiting the opportunity for new entrants 

C Land surveys Customer’s interpretation of regulations has biggest impact. 

Lack of regulations over sector is allowing less qualified new 
entrants into the market. 

D Food preserves Always found ways to work regulations in or work round them. 
Biggest regulatory impact on growth is additional burden of 
business practices and costs 

E Leisure equipment Accreditation with government regulations and trade body 
standards is fundamental for the business.  

Systematic approach to regulations when diversifying. 

Issues occurred when regulators’ interpretation was different to 
what was expected. 

F Environmental technology Market is highly driven by regulation. 

Issues could occur if regulatory changes affect business 
practice or costs 

G Tourism accommodation For a service industry, dealing with regulation is much the same 
as meeting needs of customers. Unlikely to find a successful 
business failing on trading standards. 

Issues occur when regulatory changes affect business 
practice or costs 

H Brewery A community focused business -probably over self-regulate, 
reputation is probably more important than maximising the profit. 

Systematic approach to regulations when diversifying. 

Source: Authors’ survey- interviews conducted February/March 2015 
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Adjusting business growth plans due to regulation 

Interviewees were asked whether their investigation of relevant aspects of regulation had 
caused them to adjust or even scale back their plans for growth (Table 4). It is significant to 
note that in four of the eight cases, regulations had never been a barrier to growth nor a reason 
to adjust plans. Indeed, for several firms, it can be said that business expansion plans exist 
because of regulation, not in spite of them. As one company observed:  

“We have never changed a plan due to regulation….. tend to develop business out of 
regulation…. It’s beneficial for the market” (Environmental technology) 

This implies that in some growth markets, the impacts of regulations on client groups 
represents or creates business opportunities for specialist suppliers of goods and services. 
The regulatory landscape is therefore a market environment to which business plans are 
constantly being adjusted. In some of our case studies, regulation has created a market niche 
where knowledge of regulation and compliance is a key business asset.  

The entrepreneurs in these markets were highly conscious of the significance of regulatory 
knowledge for their entire business and the competitive advantage that can be accrued from 
acquiring such knowledge in a timely fashion. Understanding of regulation extends well beyond 
the “letter of the law” and includes knowledge of the regulatory environment, how rules are 
likely to be interpreted and the processes of decision-making involved in implementing 
regulation. As one interviewee noted: 

Our market is highly driven by regulation- there is now a European Standard for EIA 
which is required for all infrastructure projects…. Gives [us] a unique position. We needed 
to speak to a lot of people to get it right – finding the right civil servants not easy. Need to 
know how rules are interpreted and applied. Written documents are important but not the 
whole story. How does XXXX make decisions – who is involved – what are they trying to 
do? The more people you speak to, the better – but quickly become aware of how many 
agencies are involved. (Environmental technology).  

In other cases, however, businesses have altered details of their growth plans in response to 
their evolving knowledge of regulatory requirements surrounding their new venture. Two such 
examples relate to product mix and food safety standards. Our case study of a food producer 
altered recipes and product range in response to compliance costs associated with nut 
allergies.  

Adjusting plans? No- we’ve always found ways to work it in or work around it….. We’ve 
dropped products that may be too complicated to continue with….. nuts. So we don’t use 
them now. Pine kernels are the only ones they go with…. Only a small batch with nuts is 
made in the warehouse or at home … not in the kitchens here” (Food preserves 
manufacturer) 

The business withdrew some product to avoid the cost and complication associated with use of 
nut ingredients (food labelling, packaging, food allergy training, cross-contamination).  

A second example illustrates how regulatory issues can affect decisions on internalisation and 
externalisation in the supply chain. A tourist accommodation provider initially supplied a free 
welcome pack for visitors containing various foods including home-made cakes. However, this 
product enhancement raised concerns about food safety liabilities even though the product 
was supplied “free of charge”. The tasks involved were also more time consuming than 
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anticipated. A decision was therefore made to substitute local food and drink producers 
(butchers, bakery, wine merchant) to provide welcome goods as well as an order form. The 
business does not generate revenue from this but considers that it adds value to the 5* 
experience.  

“We used to provide our own home made cakes and a welcome pack …. But this is hard 
work and low return. Even if we provide a free provisions pack, we are still liable for this 
and all the food safety issues that go with it. Decided not to do this. Outsourced it to local 
businesses. It does not generate any revenue, but adds value to the product even so. We 
do not get involved now in provisioning – welcome pack is provided entirely by suppliers 
of local products”. (Tourism accommodation) 

In another case, regulation appears to have had the effect of demarcation between different 
product-markets and different producers or service providers. Business plans had been 
adjusted to account for differing risks and regulatory challenges associated with related 
activities. In this particular instance, a business involved in developing aerial surveying 
technologies faced decisions on how the business might grow that included options to operate 
aircraft and use the technology to collect and analyse data on behalf of clients. It is clear that 
regulatory considerations played an important part in determining the outcome. As regards 
expansion into aircraft operations:  

“The company does not now operate aircraft – this is contracted out for efficiency reasons 
– too much to take on regarding maintenance and safety regulation.”

This business has, however, developed in-house capacity and capability to collect and analyse 
data which includes relatively sophisticated software development alongside checking 
observations on screen that is highly labour intensive and difficult to manage due to 
intermittent demand. The business manages this demand using flexible terms of employment:  

We currently employ over 60 people, but a lot are part time / zero hours contracts. Breaks 
down as 18 full time, 50 others – reviewers of data and interpretation.  

The experience of managing the process of service delivery has, however, led to changes in 
the strategic direction of this business. The high value-added part of the business lies in 
developing the technology rather than service delivery which is more labour-intensive. Added 
to this, there are currently political uncertainties surrounding the use of zero-hours contracts 
which increases risk of regulatory changes. The nature of the market is also subject to political 
changes induced by shifts in government energy priorities. The company is therefore exposed 
to the indirect effects of regulatory changes (i.e. regulation affecting their clients and 
customers).  Partly influenced by regulatory issues, therefore, the business owner is moving 
away from being a UK service provider to specialise in development of technology for an 
international market. As the owner commented:  

“we are developing technology for others to use – a technology company. This is where 
the high value-added is. Protected by patents. A key aspect is being the first to market 
new technologies. Users then pay an annual license fee”.  

“Market is prone to political changes. Projects suddenly get shelved. After 2011, market 
became rather static. Opinion shift about offshore wind. Decided to grow business by 
diversifying into new markets and market areas”.  

The above cases illustrate situations where shifts in growth plans led to higher levels of 
externalisation than first anticipated. We also have examples where the reverse proved true. In 
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another instance, it was concern for regulatory compliance that reversed a decision initially to 
outsource work to a third party. Over time, the owner recognised risks involved in not having 
direct control over aspects of the business that directly affected safe use of equipment in the 
leisure industry.  

“Six years ago when the company was going through rapid expansion, [we] outsourced a 
lot of work to a foreign company with all the right accreditation……. within a year [we] had 
brought the work back in house because [we] wanted complete control over the process 
from design through to installation.” 

Regulation and tipping points in the growth process 

The interviews provided an opportunity to question owner managers about key points in the 
growth process where regulation challenges were particularly intense. These are referred to as 
“tipping points” that, in theory at least, could create barriers to growth. The question for our 
interviewees concentrated on identifying the particular moments or circumstances in which 
regulatory challenges seemed to peak and how they dealt with these particular moments.  

Our case studies overall display very varied experiences of this kind and it is difficult to make 
generalisations from these cases about precisely when these occur. However, it is interesting 
and useful to document these experiences to show how they are affected by very specific 
circumstances both within the business and in the external environment.  

Our case (firm B) of safety engineering for instance had grown in the space of three years from 
a single person consultancy to a business employing 25 highly qualified professionals. This 
has evidently exposed this business to increasing levels of regulatory burden associated with 
HR issues. One example relates to sick pay:  

“[Employment] regulations are very much weighted towards the employee and not 
enough on how to mitigate cash flow issues with sickness….. workers get one week’s 
sick pay but then must go onto statutory sick pay. It complicates payroll when you have to 
keep track of which days they were sick as wages are paid monthly. Also, if they go off on 
stress, there could be abuse and this can wipe out the cash-flow of a business.”  

At some point in this process of growth, therefore, the regulatory burdens on the owner-
manager became sufficiently intense to prompt a change in the way HR issues are addressed 
in general including out-sourcing.  

“We have faced growing pains and HR issues. So we have contracted out our legal arm 
to a local solicitor which has come at a cost – hard for a small business.  

This owner-manager has also dealt with the increased demands on his own time associated 
with regulation by distributing responsibilities across his professional team of employees. 
Hence, responding to regulation becomes a function of the whole business. This has 
consequences for levels of investment in professional development and training which have 
increased considerably and also developing effective systems for sharing information and 
communication between staff. This quote suggests that finding the balance between time spent 
on client work and activities that do not directly generate revenue then becomes an issue for all 
members of staff, not just for the owner-manager:  

“We find out about regulations through news releases that come into the company and 
these are put onto the intranet system. We share information and collaborate between 
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staff through in-house training and people sitting on technical committees. The managers 
tend to be extremely busy and so can’t give back as much time themselves to that. Their 
time is spent with earning money and so there is this trade-off. 

This case illustrates how a professional business responds to a “tipping point” in the growth 
process by redistribution of responsibilities within the business and buying in external help. 
This is a good illustration, therefore, of the issues raised in a recent report (BIS 2013) that 
investigated the effects of employment regulation on businesses. This study suggests that at 
some point in growth between “micro” (under 10 workers) and “small” (10-50 workers) 
professional business of this type come under increasing pressure to appoint dedicated HR 
staff, access external legal services, redistribute management responsibilities, develop ad hoc 
policies and invest in training and systems for monitoring and review.  

A second example of this same “tipping point” between “micro” and “small” is provided by the 
case of food preserves (Firm D). This example matches some of the characteristics on the 
“non-professional” business discussed in BIS (2014). This model suggests that growth in these 
types of SMBs leads at some point to the need to recruit office managers and HR specialists to 
develop regulatory policies and implement systems for monitoring and review. This case 
however, illustrates how local nuances can affect these decisions. This business grew from 
just two people in 2005 but now employs 25 full time staff working in a shop, warehouse and 
production unit. Around 2008, various pressures on management time including regulatory 
issues led to a reassessment of management structure. It is interesting to note that this 
decision coincided with a relocation. In this case, the decision to address regulatory demands 
(tipping point) was triggered, in part, by another external factor (a relocation decision). This 
could explain why such tipping points cannot be defined at a precise number of workers.  

The nature of regulatory burden in relation to growth was described in the following way: 

“The biggest change with growth has been the form filling and payroll. The amount of 
time spent finding the right forms and completing them on time”  

It was relocation that triggered a response to the build-up of this regulatory burden. 

“When we moved here it was a tipping point…. We needed more people to make it work 
but we couldn’t afford more as also the recession had started so we employed [Sally]”.  

“We employ a sales and marketing manager, [Sally] 6-7 years ago. I look after finance 
accounts and marketing, [Pete] looks after production logistics and new product 
development so business is covered in every respect”  

What is interesting in this instance is that the new appointment was not an HR specialist as 
suggested by the model but sales and marketing. This appointment, however, meant that the 
owner-manager could spend less time dealing with sales and marketing and give more 
attention to employee issues and engagement with national regulatory bodies that were 
considered equally critical for business success. The owner-manager is now able to spend 
more time with employees, dealing with HR issues and also engaging with regulatory bodies at 
local and national levels:  

“Employment regulation has never really been a problem. We try to avoid things turning 
into a big issue – I make sure that I see them (the workers) at breaks, have lunch with 
them in the kitchen. If you communicate well you avoid issues”.  
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“We have close ties with (local council) and talk to them. Trading standards and 
Environmental Health use (Firm D) as an example for other businesses in the area”. 

“I sit on a board that (government department) has set up to create an export plan for the 
UK. I go to London 3-4 times a year”  

This case also illustrates how such “tipping points” can lead to more systematic investment in 
training related to regulatory requirements.  

We take people who have the ability and we do in-house training or send them to a local 
college to do an NVQ to bring them up to what they need. For example, the nutritional 
analysis and allergen information that is needed on the labels – the rules for which have 
changed in the last year. We sent him (the person who prints labels) on an appropriate 
course and I went too just in case he left the firm so that we wouldn’t be stranded.  

This is also an example of growth leading to consideration of outsourcing to meet major new 
regulatory demands placed upon small businesses, in this case relating to pensions:  

The biggest issue is pensions enrolment but it is difficult for the individual to opt out. So 
we might outsource it and that will cost us money”  
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Table 4: Effects of regulations on growth plans 

Firm Product/Service Effects of regulations on growth plans 

A Machinery suppliers Business now needs to invest time to create a structured 
approach to regulation that could make the business more 
efficient. 

Interpretation of some regulations is negotiated with 
regulators. 

B Safety engineering Regulations affecting staff costs have to be considered as part 
of the business strategy.  

Would like to negotiate interpretation of regulations with 
regulators. 

C Land surveys Regulations that restrict less scrupulous traders would allow 
the business to grow. 

D Food preserves Dropped products where regulations (because of consumer 
risk) are too complicated. 

Regulations affecting staff are taken to be part of the business’ 
responsibilities (CSR). 

E Leisure equipment Time has to be invested researching the potential regulatory 
impact on new ventures. 

Interpretation of regulations is negotiated with regulators. 

F Environmental technology Develop business out of regulations. 

Dropped assets where regulations (because of assets risk) 
are too complicated. 

G Tourism accommodation Dropped products where regulations (because of consumer 
risk) are too complicated. 

Regulations restrict less scrupulous traders which allow the 
business to grow. 

H Brewery Time has to be invested researching potential regulatory 
impact on new ventures. 

Source: Authors’ survey- interviews conducted February/March 2015 
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Businesses’ awareness of regulations 

The interviews provided an opportunity to make observations about the apparent awareness of 
regulation displayed by owner-managers and to document their main sources of information. 
Interviews suggest that firms are well aware of sources of information on regulation specific to 
their sector through involvement with relevant trade organisations. It is well recorded that 
regulatory requirements and consequently the need for regulatory awareness varies both 
across sectors and market stages (FPB, 2015) and this is reflected also in the case studies. 
Across the case studies as a whole, a variety of sources were cited as important for keeping 
up-to-date with regulatory issues. Sources specifically itemised by interviewees include the 
following formal channels:  

• Newsletters and magazines from trade associations

• News releases issued through industry-specific portals

• Regulatory visits and annual inspections

• Local business bodies (Chambers of Commerce in particular)

• Local authority

Reference to these formal channels of communication of regulation was found throughout the 
case studies. This was frequently linked to industry standards in general. Firms in more well-
established product-markets in particular tended to rely on industry standards recommended 
by relevant sector bodies (e.g. Firm A machinery suppliers, Firm D food preserves, Firm H 
brewing). As one interviewee noted, “I will always identify and consult with bodies that can 
guide me with potential business issues and regulatory issues” (Firm E Leisure equipment). 
This implies that many small firms do not necessarily distinguish between industry standards 
and government regulation. They appear to make the assumption (not unreasonably) that 
those that define industry standards in mature markets will ensure compliance with formal 
regulatory requirements.  

Our case studies, however, reveal a more nuanced approach to regulatory learning and 
awareness of compliance issues which suggests that business managers find ways to navigate 
the complexities of regulation and to deal with the sheer volume of information by combining 
formal sources with various “proxies” that indicate likelihood of compliance. Examples of these 
proxy measures include the following:  

• Information requested by a client

• Information that accompanies equipment and materials from suppliers

• Feedback from clients and customers

• General awareness associated with local business networking

What this appears to illustrate is the fact that our interviewees rarely rely solely on formal 
channels of communication but also make use of tacit forms of knowledge concerning 
regulation – i.e. knowledge acquired by interacting with clients, suppliers, customers and other 
businesses.  

To illustrate this further, some interviewees suggested that if customer expectations are fully 
met, then the practices of the business are likely to be compliant, or possibly even exceed, 
regulatory requirements. In the high quality tourism accommodation business, for instance, 
customers are regarded as much more severe critics than regulatory bodies. This point has 
been made earlier in this report but it is significant to repeat here as it suggests that some of 
our case study businesses use customer feedback as a proxy for compliance on the 
assumption that if no-one is hurt and no-one complains, then they are likely to be complaint, at 
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least in terms of trading standards and health and safety. It was also argued in one case that 
many regulations are formalised versions of common sense. If, therefore, customers express 
high levels of satisfaction and are free from harm, then it is unlikely that business practices are 
at fault.  

“We tend to get visitors by recommends and referrals. Quite a few repeat 
visitors……………  dealing with regulation is very much the same as meeting the needs 
of visitors. Do not see conflict between these…… Health and safety? A lot of it is common 
sense – how to make people safe….. not really much different to being safe in your own 
home. As regards trading standards, unlikely to find successful businesses failing on this 
– the industry operates very visibly in terms of product standard via portals like trip-
advisor. The standards applied there are far more public and severe than basic trading 
standards issues. If clients are not happy, you know about it” (Accommodation provider) 

Another example suggests that other small firms rely on supply chains to alert them to 
regulatory change. Firm A (Machinery suppliers), for instance, explained that their major 
supplier of machinery (a well-known machinery manufacturer) provides instructions on matters 
related to safe use of equipment that informs not only their own workforce but also the process 
of hand-over to customers. Again, it appears that an assumption is made that compliance with 
these instructions is likely to be well within the bounds of regulatory requirement. Indeed, the 
business arguably has no need to (nor interest in) distinguishing between statutory and non-
statutory requirements as long as both are met. This applies in particular to trading standards. 
In the unlikely event that there is a problem with equipment, it was argued, the liability in any 
case goes back to the manufacturer.  

Of course, these approaches to compliance do not necessarily impinge on all aspects of the 
internal operations of businesses and in some cases, recommended industry practices may be 
overlooked or even ignored. In particular, expanding small businesses may encounter new 
issues related to employment and the need for more systematic and formal approaches to 
recruitment, selection, training and HR practices (e.g. maternity, paternity, sickness, pensions 
etc.) especially those operating in project-based or seasonal markets where flexibility in use of 
labour is advantageous. Firm F (Environmental technology), for instance is currently using 
zero-hours contracts. Owner-managers, however, tend to rely on general awareness via the 
media and through networking with other businesses to alert them to changes in employment 
regulation. One case, for instance, became aware of changes in regulations applied to the 
holiday entitlement of casual staff and needed to address this. This information came to them 
via multiple routes including the trade body “Quality in Tourism” alongside business networking 
events and local conversation between business-owners.  

Two case study firms provide goods and services to the public sector where experience of 
government regulation appears distinctive (Firm A Machinery supply and Firm B Safety 
engineering). There is a widely reported critique of public procurement and its impacts on small 
businesses in particular. This debate lies outside the scope of this present study, but even so it 
is clearly a relevant consideration for those businesses that rely on public sector clients for 
business growth.  

Government says it wants to work with SMEs. But ITTs have massive scores for H&S and 
only big corporates can respond to this. It can cost £20 thousand to fill out the H&S part 
of ITTs… 32 pages about public liabilities, insurance costs, requirement to advise all staff 
on every possible H&S issue…. That is bad enough, but then XXXXXXX use a different 
set of forms and questions for the same purpose…… It discourages SMEs from 
bidding…. 
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There is clearly a perception that public sector bodies (local authorities, health sector and 
education) create unnecessary burden in recording information that appears unrelated to the 
ability of firms to deliver contracts. While some of these requirements may be statutory, there is 
an impression that many reflect non-regulatory practice that create regulatory burden (‘tick 
box’). Business owners argued that this generates internal administration costs and can lead to 
external costs - “They push responsibilities onto us…so… we have to pay an external 
consultant to say that we do what the council wants” (Machinery supplier) 

To varying degrees, firms maintained conversations across their networks on regulatory 
practice with all of their stakeholders. This ranged from simple knowledge acquisition “steady 
drip of stuff through the media” (Brewing) through trade bodies to developing tacit regulatory 
knowledge through the supply chain “general awareness” to actually influencing regulatory 
practice at sector at a variety of scales or local or national government level “sits on the… 
board…creating the…plan for the UK.” (Firm D). Indeed, if there were an unforeseen 
regulatory impact, firms tend to use their networks to test their understanding of the regulatory 
implications to ensure the best outcome for their firm.  

It is evident that business owners need not only to be aware of regulation but also understand 
how these regulations are interpreted and applied in specific circumstances. This was often the 
case around planning regulations where the firms would negotiate the interpretation of the 
regulations with various stakeholders in an attempt to gain a successful outcome for the firm 
(Firm E and Firm H). In one case study, growth was accompanied by relocation hence 
business strategy was heavily dependent upon a successful outcome to planning applications. 
The company found itself hampered in its growth plans by its restricted site and much 
discussion took place with planning officers and other organisations with interests in industrial 
heritage. Early plans included the possibility of redevelopment in situ, but these met opposition 
leading in the end to relocation as the means of growth. Stakeholder engagement is clearly 
vital. In this instance, key stakeholders included planning officers, local elected members, 
English Heritage as well as the local media and the public:  

Our business was being affected by poor access – 2 and 3 storey mill buildings that are 
difficult to access with tipper trucks and trailers. It is an unplanned rabbit warren with very 
poor and arguably dangerous access. Commercial market involves much bigger 
machinery….large commercial customers were put off by poor access.  

Submitted plans to change buildings to improve access. raise the door height to allow 
larger machinery to get in. But this was at first refused – English Heritage objected to 
demolition of a wall. It got in the press and caused a lot of publicity. In the meantime, 
decided to relocate to this site and abandon the other”  

While many regulations are, to some extent, built into the routine processes of any business, 
the case studies also demonstrate that growth sometimes presents challenges to these 
accepted routines due to the need to accommodate changes in the business. Growth exposes 
owner-managers to new regulatory issues but also has an impact on existing practice across 
the whole business. The interviews provided an opportunity to discuss with owner managers 
how they were made aware of the regulatory implications of their growth projects and how they 
made use of the different sources of knowledge of regulation.  

Growth plans sometimes lead entrepreneurs to adopt quite pro-active approaches to regulatory 
learning. In two particular cases, (Firm E Leisure equipment and Firm H brewery), interviewees 
consulted public or private agencies that they considered would be able to guide them with the 
regulatory implications around the new project and in one case “attended a three day course 
that covered practical and regulatory issues (on the new venture)” (Firm H brewery).  
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This pro-active approach, however, was not apparent in all cases. Firm A (Machinery supplier), 
for instance, tended to be reactive to regulatory issues and as a consequence, became 
increasingly aware of inefficiencies in addressing regulatory requirements. In this instance, 
experience of growth had taught a lesson that a more proactive stance on regulation 
(systematic gathering of regulatory information) could improve business efficiency and steps 
are being taken to move in this direction. Other cases suggest that owner-managers can be 
caught out by unexpected regulatory demands that have not emerged from networking or trade 
body advice. This is particularly likely in cases where new product markets are emerging and 
new standards are being set. As one interviewee observed, we become aware of new 
regulations sometimes only when they “slap us in the face” (Firm F Environmental technology).  

The need for owner managers to engage with stakeholders over regulatory requirements 
appeared to vary between cases depending on the maturity of the product. In some cases (for 
instance, tourism accommodation and machinery supply) industry standards are quite well-
developed and communicated through well-established trade associations and business 
networks. There are many channels through which business owners can learn not only about 
regulation but also how it applies to their business. In other instances, however, particularly 
where growth is associated with product innovation and the emergence of relatively new 
markets, several interviewees faced challenges associated with under-regulation or perhaps 
an absence of clear interpretation of regulatory requirements due to the newness of the 
product. Interviewees recognised both advantages and disadvantages in this situation. On the 
one hand, lack of clarity might hinder growth, but on the other, there are opportunities to 
influence regulatory developments which might, in time, reap competitive advantage. 
Businesses can be instrumental in shaping their regulatory environment and in this case, 
seeking to apply or adapt existing regulatory requirements to a relatively new product market:  

“The business has moved from ….constructing a one off project over 18 months to a 
company of 12 people designing, building, installing and servicing between 400 and 500 
[facilities] across the country.”  

The product is relatively new and although the manufacturing side of the business is covered 
by existing British and European Standards for structural steel work, the way in which this 
applies to the product in question is highly specific. As is common for new product-markets, 
methods of construction change rapidly and application of regulations is often one step behind. 
One consequence of this is that the owner of the business was anxious to self-regulate in order 
to protect the interest and the reputation of the business.  
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Table 5: Awareness of regulatory requirements 

Firm Product/Service Awareness of regulatory requirements 

A Machinery suppliers Tend to rely on signals in the supply chain to raise awareness of 
regulations. 

Perception that public sector over-regulates in contracting while 
private sector uses industry standards. 

Makes use of external consultants to address issues. 

B Safety engineering Compliance is customer led and their interpretation of 
regulations (tick box). 

Seek regulatory advice when necessary from other sources 
such as HR advice from local solicitors.  

Other regulatory updates from news feeds. 

C Land surveys Compliance is sector led via sector bodies. 

Regulatory compliance guaranteed by maintaining industry 
standards. 

Seek regulatory advice when necessary from other sources 
such as Chambers. 

D Food preserves Compliance ensured by industry standards. 

Regulatory compliance is also sector led via accreditation from 
sector bodies.  

Owner is proactive in debates on regulation and public policy 
regionally and nationally. 

E Leisure equipment Compliance ensured by industry standards and accreditation 
from the sector body. 

Gets irritated with ‘tick box’ regulatory enforcement. 

Owner networks across various trade and regulatory bodies 
to try to influence interpretations. 

F Environmental technology Reacts when necessary to new regulatory impacts. 

Wants to distinguish between regulation and simply ‘best 
practice’ in industry. 

G Tourism accommodation Compliance is led by suppliers of services/equipment. 

Updates on new regulations from trade body. 

H Brewery Regulatory compliance is sector led via sector bodies’ 
newsletters and training courses. 

Owner networks across various trade and regulatory bodies 
to ensure clear interpretation of applicable regulations. 

Seek regulatory advice when necessary from other sources 
such as EHO. 

Source: Authors’ survey- interviews conducted February/March 2015 
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Business perceptions of regulation 

The final section of the interview gave an opportunity to explore the general perceptions of 
owner-managers concerning regulatory burdens on businesses, particularly those that are 
experiencing, or planning, growth. As noted earlier in this report, the NAO surveys show that 
small businesses generally regarded regulations as a burden and the NAO/BIS 2014 study and 
BIS (2015) studies specifically show that SMEs regard regulation as an obstacle to growth. To 
a degree, this has also been borne out in our case studies (see Table 6) with most stressing 
the time required to keep informed about new regulation and then implementing changes to 
processes or products made.  

“The biggest change with growth has been the form filling and payroll eg. the amount of 
time spent finding the right forms and completing them on time. Most frustrating is the 
burden of paperwork.” (Food manufacture) 

Compliance with regulations costs money – ISO requirements and so on…. Government 
says it wants to give more work to SMEs but ITTs have massive scores for H&S and only 
big corporates can respond to this” (Environmental technologies) 

It is the time burden that contributes the most to their perception that regulatory burden falls 
disproportionately onto small firms. Interviewees perceived that small businesses tend not to 
have staff specifically dedicated to managing the impact of regulation. This task is therefore 
usually undertaken by the owner/manager. Of course, some find that in specific areas like 
HR/employment issues, they have the option to contract out this aspect to an outside firm such 
as a regulatory services firm or solicitor to ensure their compliance with regulations but this 
generates significant costs in subcontracting.  

“We have faced growing pains and HR issues. So we have contracted out our legal arm 
to a local solicitors which has come at a cost – hard for a small business” (Safety 
engineering) 

Large firms on the other hand, it is felt would more likely have their own legal team, HR team, 
Health and Safety knowledgeable staff, procurement department to deal specifically with 
regulation updates as well as procurement and tendering.  

“Innovation is conducted by a lot of Tier 2s [multinational businesses] and they have the 
legal and procurement framework to do it. This penalises small companies wanting to 
grow.” (Safety engineering) 

While some comments indicate that owner-managers believe that small businesses experience 
a greater burden from regulation in terms of their use of available time and resources, there 
were as many comments related to feelings associated with fairness. This was expressed in 
terms of the frustration and annoyance that arises from the lack of a “level playing field”, weak 
enforcement of regulation on sub-standard traders and inconsistent enforcement between 
small and large firms. It would appear that regulatory burden is not just related to measurable 
costs but encompasses wider aspects associated with anxieties and frustrations linked to 
equity.  

“Regulations keep rogue businesses out and are generally good. We are very proud that 
we work by and abide by the rules. It is annoying though to see products out there that 
shouldn’t have got through” (Food manufacture) 
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“UK’s failure to regulate the sector to the level found in other developed countries, will 
lead to a further de-professionalization of our sector” (Land surveys) 

For one of our businesses, the very existence of and compliance with regulations created their 
market “and so they weren’t complaining about the level.” More equal enforcement of existing 
regulations and similar interpretation of regulation by local regulatory bodies/inspectors was 
called for as firms could see others “getting away with” lower standards which was both 
annoying to them and posing them at a cost disadvantage.  

“It is annoying though to see products out there that shouldn’t have got through.” (Food 
manufacture) 

Two firms, however, felt that small firms needed to be given some exemption, dispensation or 
subsidy in their compliance with regulations because of the “unnecessary” burden that they 
caused eg. procurement rules and employment legislation. One firm in applying for Regional 
Growth Fund grants and the like said: 

“there are many caveats to getting the money back as a small company. eg. filling in the 
claim form, what the outcomes have been etc. – Business bureaucracy which for a small 
and microbusiness is too time consuming to do.”  

Funding to relieve small businesses of the time burden and travel expenses of researching and 
securing new markets was mentioned by two firms. 

“wonder if the government could help ease this burden by subsidising the cost of SMEs 
complying with regulations through a form of grant system; this would help even up the 
regulatory burden between small and large businesses.” 

One half of our businesses indicated that regulations had in some way adjusted or channelled 
their growth in different directions either in terms of the products that they manufactured or the 
markets that they secured.  
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Table 6: General perception of regulatory burden 

Firm Product/Service General perception of regulatory burden 

A Machinery suppliers Burden is from the interpretation of the regulations by local 
government customers. 

Part of the burden is the lack of a central point where all 
regulatory information for the business can be accessed. 

B Safety engineering The burden is from the interpretation of regulations by the 
governing national and international bodies of the sector. 

The burden is the regulatory impact on employment costs. 

The burden is not equally distributed between large and small 
firms. 

C Land surveys Lack of specific regulatory control over the sector means that the 
burden is not equally distributed between all firms. 

Different interpretations of local regulatory bodies within the 
UK add to the burden. 

The burden is the lack of a central point where all regulatory 
information for the business can be accessed. 

D Food preserves Lack of regulatory implementation over the sector means that the 
burden is not equally distributed between all firms working in 
this sector. 

Different national and local regulatory bodies within the UK 
add to the burden. 

E Leisure equipment The business is cooperating with the sector bodies to create 
‘regulations’ that will be equally distributed between all firms 
working in this sector. 

Over regulation tends to reduce self-responsibility. 

Regulations in danger of been transferred into tick boxes. 

F Environmental technology The burden is from the various interpretations of the 
regulations by the sector’s industry standards and by the 
customers. 

G Tourism accommodation Lack of regulatory implementation over the sector means that the 
burden is not equally distributed between all firms working in 
this sector. 

Burden is not equally distributed between LEs and SMEs. 

H Brewery A divergence of subsectors within the sector means that the 
burden is not equitably distributed between all firms working 
in this sector. 

Source: Authors’ survey- interviews conducted February/March 2015 
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4. Conclusion

Main findings from case studies 

The key conclusions from the case studies can be stated as follows. These owner-managers 
are well aware of the costs associated with compliance with regulation in terms of 
management time and purchasing specialist external advice. Interviewees shared the view that 
these costs have a more negative impact on smaller businesses compared with medium sized 
or larger firms.  

While these negative perceptions exist, interviewees also recognise significant benefits for 
their business derived from regulation and knowledge of regulation. These benefits are 
commonly derived from the indirect effects of regulation on their business (i.e. the impacts of 
enforcement on competitors, suppliers and customers). Knowledge of the regulatory 
environment of client groups was particularly significant for competitive advantage for several 
firms.  

While the interview focused on the effects of regulation on growth, it became apparent that 
growth itself also affects the business approach to regulation. It is clear that in several cases 
the experience of growth itself has led to a more positive and proactive approach to managing 
regulation. The case studies show examples of businesses becoming more systematic about 
compliance, more proactive in their learning about regulation and more strategic in their use of 
regulatory knowledge.  

Some case study businesses clearly adopt a positive view of regulation as a necessary means 
of defining and protecting markets, ensuring fair competition as well as providing protection to 
the public and employees. Such business owners see no conflict between business objectives 
and regulation. However, other case study interviewees appeared more sensitive to what was 
regarded as over-complex bureaucracy and seemingly irrelevant requests for information. This 
was most apparent for firms that depended at least in part on public sector clients.  

As regards the impacts of regulation on growth plans, these growth firms are essentially quite 
proactive in pursuing their growth objectives and therefore most tend to approach regulation in 
much the same way - by being proactive and innovative in the way that they deal with 
regulatory burdens. In some cases, additional burdens are dealt with temporarily by 
outsourcing, for instance, until employee numbers are high enough to justify internalisation. 
Indeed, growth itself can induce a more systematic and proactive approach to regulation 
because growth can test the limits of existing business processes. So while the question as to 
whether regulation inhibits growth assumes one direction of causality (the former inhibits the 
latter), our cases suggest that the reverse is also possible – that growth can influence business 
approach to regulation.  

The case studies illustrate that growth can create additional regulatory burden though this 
relationship is not a simple one. We have cases where growth in employment and/or turnover 
has led to a perceived increase in the time and cost of compliance. However, we also have 
examples of where growth has raised awareness of the need for a more systematic approach 
to managing compliance and in such cases any increase in regulatory burden is minimised. 
Some case study businesses respond to this positively by finding ways to make it work as part 
of their growth plans. In other instances, the problem is not regulation per se but the 
unintended consequences of regulation, inconsistent enforcement and in some cases even 
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under-regulation. Owner-managers’ perceptions and personal feelings about these issues 
appear to contribute towards regulatory burden in its broadest sense. In some cases, part of 
this response has involved adopting a more proactive approach to regulation. This proactivity 
can take different forms in different cases. It can involve engagement directly with regulatory 
bodies, but also greater levels of engagement with industry bodies, supply chains, better use of 
customer feedback and networking to inform on acceptable practice.  

The case studies identify some instances where growth plans are modified as a consequence 
of regulation. Examples include barriers to entry into aviation, use of certain food ingredients 
and catering in general. These examples, however, have been peripheral to business growth 
plans rather than core to the businesses. Arguably, regulation has served its purpose in 
highlighting risk elements in business growth plans and thereby contributing to their success.  

In an attempt to provide a framework for understanding the case studies, Figure 1 looks at the 
relationship between business attitudes to regulation and the way in which growth-oriented 
SMBs might respond to the regulatory challenge. In simple terms, this creates four broad 
categories as follows:  

Category A: Reactive and negative about regulation 

These are situations where a business views regulation largely as a cost to be minimized and 
where the approach to managing regulation tends to be reactive. In this category, businesses 
are likely to emphasise conflicts between regulation and growth plans.  

Category B: Reactive but positive about the benefits of regulation - 

In this category, while businesses are mainly reactive to regulatory requirements, they 
recognise the business benefits that can be derived from good regulatory environments. 
Businesses in this category, for instance, may highlight the importance of regulation as a 
means of controlling sub-standard traders and protecting markets.  

Category C: Proactive but negative about regulation 

These businesses view regulation largely as a cost to be minimized but they recognise the 
benefits of a proactive response to such costs by finding ways to manage compliance more 
efficiently and proactively seeking to engage with the regulatory environment.  

Category D: Proactive and positive about regulation 

These businesses seek to engage with regulation in order to maximise opportunities for the 
business. This can involve collaboration with trade bodies and regulatory authorities in setting 
industry standards and defining new markets.  

This simple framework can be used to locate our case studies (see Figure 2). Two business 
case studies (Firm A: Machinery supply, Firm H: Brewery) tended to view regulation largely as 
a business cost. Firm H responded to this proactively in order to minimise this cost and reduce 
risk while in the light of growth experience, Firm A had recognised that a proactive approach to 
managing regulation could be beneficial for the efficiency of the business and they were taking 
steps to address this. Two other cases (Firm C: Land surveys, Firm G: Tourism 
accommodation), while generally more reactive to regulation, recognised significant benefits in 
regulation in protecting their market and controlling rogue traders.  

The remaining four cases were all characterised by highly proactive stances towards the 
regulatory environment combined with recognition of the competitive advantages associated 
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with knowledge of regulation. It is significant to note that all of these cases involve product 
innovators (as opposed to process innovators). In two of these cases, (Firm D Food preserves, 
Firm E: Leisure equipment), the reason for investing time and resource in regulatory matters 
concerned the advantages to be gained from being able to influence emerging industry 
standards and protect markets. The other two cases (Firm B Safety engineering, Firm F: 
Environmental technology) involved businesses whose markets are fundamentally linked to 
regulation (design of equipment for use in hazardous environments and innovative 
technologies applied to environmental impact assessments). These cases, in particular, 
displayed highly proactive behaviour with regard to the indirect impacts of regulation on their 
businesses through the regulatory requirements imposed on their clients. Knowledge of 
regulation in these cases is indistinguishable from knowledge of markets.  

It is also possible to capture changes in regulatory response induced by the growth process 
itself. Evidence from Firms C (land surveys) and D (tourism accommodation) suggests that 
their experience of seeking to grow their business has increased their awareness of the 
positive aspects of regulation as they seek to grow and protect their product-market. As a 
consequence of growth, Firm A (machinery supplier) has begun to recognise the need to be 
more proactive and systematic about regulation in order to increase efficiency. Finally, the four 
product innovators have all embraced the need for a positive and proactive engagement with 
the regulatory environment affecting their own business and that of their clients.  
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Figure 1: SMB Response to Regulation 

Figure 2: Case Study Responses to Regulation 
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Implications of findings for future work 

This study has shown that owner-managers are aware of the costs associated with compliance 
with regulation in terms of management time and purchasing specialist external advice. While 
these negative perceptions exist, interviewees also recognise significant benefits for their 
business derived from regulation and knowledge of regulation. These benefits are commonly 
derived from the indirect effects of regulation on their business (i.e. the impacts of enforcement 
on competitors, suppliers and customers).  

While the interview focused on the effects of regulation on growth, it became apparent that 
growth itself also affects the business approach to regulation. It is clear that in several cases 
the experience of growth itself has led to a more positive and proactive approach to managing 
regulation. So while the question as to whether regulation inhibits growth assumes one 
direction of causality (the former inhibits the latter), our cases suggest that the reverse is also 
possible – that growth can influence the business approach to regulation.  

This conclusion – that growth can affect the business approach to regulation – suggests that 
there is reciprocity between the business environment and regulatory environments. This 
conclusion certainly seems consistent with recent research reported by Kitching et al (2008) 
that suggests it is too simplistic to argue that regulation either impedes or enables growth. Our 
cases suggest that regulation can clearly do both (or either) depending on circumstance and 
also on the nature of the business response. It would be useful to test this idea with a larger 
sample of businesses that not only covers high growth firms, but also firms whose expansion 
plans faltered and other small businesses that remained small or experienced low growth.  
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Appendix A

BIS RESEARCH – SMALL BUSINESS GROWTH AND REGULATION 

Interview Schedule 

Business/Personal background 

Gather brief details of the owner/interviewee 

o How long interviewee been with business?

o What is their position (insert above)?

o What is their professional background?

About the current business 

o When was business established?

o How long been trading?

o What does it do (products and services)?

o Major markets, customers?

o Employment total and structure?

o Turnover?

Recent growth and development  

Examine the nature of recent changes in the business particularly those relating to growth, innovation (changes 

in products, markets, processes) and diversification 

o Recent changes in output and markets

o Recent capital investment and changes in technology

o Recent product change

o Recent process change

o Recent forms of diversification – new products, new markets

o Employment and skills issues

Impact of regulations 

Examine the extent to which growth-oriented SMBs are impacted by regulatory changes 

o Which regulations have routinely impacted on your business?

o How do they impact on your business?

o Have you faced new regulatory challenges due to recent innovation and growth?

o Which regulations have affected you and how (prompts if needed – health & safety, employment,

environment, trading standards, buildings & planning, food standards, data protection, equalities and

discrimination, intellectual property)
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Awareness of regulations 

How growth-oriented SMBs find out about regulatory requirements associated with their expansion plans 

o Where do you normally find out about regulations?

o How did you become aware of regulation associated with growth plans?

o Did you look elsewhere for regulatory information when you were growing the business?

Adjusting plans because of regulations 

The extent to which SMBs might adjust their plans or develop coping strategies to address regulatory concerns: 

o Have regulations made you change your business plans?

o How have you adapted to regulatory changes?

o Have regulations ever stopped you expanding the business?

Perception of regulations 

o What is your opinion of the way government regulates your type of business?

o Do regulations control rogue business or protect your industry?

o Do regulations block growth or guide best practice?

o What do you think could be done to ease regulatory burdens on small businesses?

Any Other Comments 
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